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Abstract 
Hyperlipemia syndrome diagnosis standardizing research is the hotspot in Chinese medicine domain. A traditional 
Chinese medical diagnostic platform for hyperlipemia is established, which is consisted of four information collection 
modules including tongue images acquisition, facial image acquisition, inquiry diagnosis, pulse diagnosis, and 
auscultation diagnosis information. Through this platform, 316 cases of hyperlipemia clinical information have been 
gathered. A clustering algorithm is applied to analyze hyperlipemia clinical symptoms data based on these samples to 
get statistically significant classification results, and find the corresponding relationship between these results and 
syndromes.  Clustering algorithm is programmed to classify syndromes and setting similarity threshold interface is 
available, which make it is possible to classify a large number of samples more adaptively.  Compare disease 
characteristics of samples in every category with syndromes category and find out the relationships between them, by 
which the foundation of hyperlipemia syndrome differentiation standardization will be establish.  Samples are 
classified to five categories. Finally, an threshold similarity detection algorithm is used to classify a new sample 
collected by the system to one of the five categories, which can give a syndrome classification suggestion based on 
statistics to Chinese medical doctors, which will improve the diagnostic efficiency and diagnostic accuracy. 
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1. Introduction 
Hyperlipemia is one of the main base lesions of vascular and viscera disease. Hyperlipemia 
prevention and treatment by the traditional Chinese medicine (TCM) has obvious advantages in less 
toxicity and better treatment, which makes TCM has received wide attention in the hyperlipemia 
medical community. However, due to the disease and syndrome scattering and clinical lesions 
complexity of hyperlipemia traditional Chinese medicine domain, standardization of TCM syndrome 
differentiation standard have not been found[1-3]. So, syndrome classification suggestion based on 
statistics will improve the diagnostic efficiency and diagnostic accuracy[4-5]. 
A hyperlipemia TCM diagnosis platform is established. By establishing this platform can not only 
remedy one-sidedness defects in classification research and help doctors record patient clinical 
manifestations during therapeutic process to summarize treatment experience and improve therapeutic 
effect but also help doctors get diagnosis result more efficient and accuracy.  
Hyperlipemia syndrome classification based on statistics is the hotspot in Chinese Medicine 
Domain[6-8]. 316 cases collected by the platform are classified to five categories by an intelligent 
classification algorithm. Finally, an threshold similarity detection algorithm is used to classify a new 
sample collected by the system to one of the five categories[9]. 
2. Traditional Chinese Medical Diagnostic Platform for Hyperlipemia 
The platform consists of two modules: inquiry module and four diagnostic method collection 
module, just like Fig.1(a) shows. Doctors can inquiry the existing cases in inquiry module to help 
them obtain experience more efficiently, and get the past clinical information about one patient to 
grasp condition changes.
2.1. Four TCM Diagnostic Methods Collection Modules 
Module of collection four diagnostic methods contains four sub-modules: looking, smelling, asking 
and cutting information collection. The collection module is illustrated as Fig. 1(b). Through the 
clinical four diagnostic information collection platform, hyperlipemia TCM four diagnostic samples 
can be collected in extraordinary numbers and thus promote the standardization of Hyperlipemia TCM 
syndrome classification.
      
(a)The main interface of the platform              (b) Collection module of the platform 
Fig.1. TCM diagnostic platform for hyperlipemia 
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2.2. Clinical Information Collected by the System 
316 cases clinical data derived from hyperlipemia four diagnostic methods were collected by 
collection system. Each sample record total 54 features, including the basic information of patients, 
blood identification information, and clinical data of Chinese medicine-related symptoms such as 
face-looking diagnosis, Inquiry information, and pulse diagnosis. Part of the information collected by 
the system is shown in Figure 2. 
Fig. 2.Screenshot of 316 clinical cases information collected by the platform
3. Intelligent Diagnostic Algorithm 
Firstly, statistic data derived from 316 original samples is preprocessed as follow. Secondly, 
intelligent clustering algorithm is implemented to classify the 316 cases. Thirdly, an threshold 
similarity detection algorithm is used to classify a new sample collected by the system to one of the 
categories clustered by the second step. 
3.1. Category Statics 
Similar statistic is computed based on data derived from 316 original cases and is used to be 
classified by clustering algorithm. Distance coefficient, cosine value, and correlation coefficient are 
shown below. 
• Distance Coefficient 
The distance between the coefficient samples is computed in Eq.1. 
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• Cosine value 
The cosine value of vector angle is used to record similar degree of samples, which is computed in 
Eq.2.
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• Correlation Coefficient 
The correlation coefficient is computed by Eq.3. 
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In these three equations, i and j signify smaple number, m is the number of sample component, xia and 
xja denote the average of sample i and sample j respectively. 
3.2 Clustering  Algorithm 
Categories are merged during clustering process. The algorithm is introduced in detail as follows. 
(1) Start: All samples are in the same group 
(2) Compute: Hypothetically, there are n groups C1, C2,……, Cn 
① Compute similar statistics, such as Distance coefficient, cosine value, and correlation coefficient. 
② Compute classification statistics: Sm= sigma(cos(thetai,j))/k(k-1) 
③ Compute average similarity between classes: S = (S1 + ……+Sn)/n 
(3) Discriminate: If S>=P, jump to (5), else go to (4) 
(4) Decompose: To every sample I in the class Cm whose Sm<P, do  
① Create a new class Cn+1 for I 
② Classify I to C1,…Cm-1,Cm+1,…,Cn  and select the class whose S is increased largest. 
③ Go to (3) 
(5)  Terminate 
3.3 Similarity Detection Algorithm 
New samples collected by the platform can be classified by the similarity detection algorithm.  
(1) Start: Select a threshold T. 
(2) Compute: Compute the similarity between the new sample Xi and the existing five categories XC
using the equation : ( )( )12 21niC ij kjk C jS x x m∈ =⎛ ⎞⎜ ⎟= −⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠∑ ∑
. m signifies the number of samples belongs to 
XC, n denotes the number of sample component. 
(3) Discriminate: if min( ) >T, call clustering algorithm, else i Cx X∈
(4) Terminate 
4. Experiment Result and Analysis 
316 cases are classified to five categories just like Fig. 3 shows. It is found by comparison that over 
80% of the samples belongs to each five category correspond to “phlegm resistance type”, “liver gloomy 
and gas sluggishtype”, “gas sluggish and blood stasis type”, “liver positive phlegm fire type ”,and “spleen 
and kidney positive type”  respectively.  
Fig. 3.Clustering analysis results of 316 samples 
    New samples can be classified to one of the five categories, which mean a diagnostic result can be 
achieved by this intelligent diagnostic platform based on statistic model made by clustering algorithm. If 
doctors didn’t accept the syndrome classification result given by the platform they can select a different 
diagnostic result just like Fig.4 shows.  
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Fig. 4.Intelligent diagnostic interface 
5. Summary 
Traditional Chinese medical diagnostic platform for hyperlipemia is established. Clustering algorithm 
is used to classify these samples and obtain five classes. The experience gained from traditional Chinese 
medicine is compared with the samples belongs to the five classes separately. Relationship between 
hyperlipemia TCM syndrome categories and the classes achieved by clustering algorithm is obtained 
which is an objective classification based on the results of statistical analysis. A threshold similarity 
detection algorithm is used to classify a new sample collected by the system to one of the five categories, 
which will help doctors improve the diagnostic efficiency and diagnostic accuracy. 
Although the similarity of the five classes obtained by clustering algorithm attain to 70%, but the 
instance numbers of the fourth and fifth classes are significantly lower than the first three groups. 
Therefore, the hyperlipemia clinical data collection need to be further expanded so that the clustering 
results can be more scientific and objective. In addition, the next step is to focus on introducing the theory 
of fuzzy rules to clustering algorithm to solve the complex syndromes classification problem. Associate 
miscellaneous syndromes with related single syndromes, rather than a completely independent type. 
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